In this paper we introduce a new operator on self-blocking clutters (SBCs). Simpler than the median operator, it allows small modifications between SBCs. Thanks to this operator we design an algorithm which embeds without new vertex (when possible) an intersecting clutter in an SBC; and we provide the set of finite SBCs with a structure of connected graph. The two other results do not use the operator. One proves the nonexistence of good colourings for SBCs and characterizes the z-critical SBCs.
O. Introduction
A self-blocking clutter (SBC) is a hypergraph whose edges are exactly its minimal transversals. The SBCs are wide-spread structures: they appear as strong simple games [8, 14, 17] , median algebra [1, 15, 16] , monotone autodual boolean functions [3, 9] and 'median points' of the free distributive lattices [11, 13] . They are a special case of blocking systems [6] , verifying the min-max equality on distributive lattices [12] ; and they are exactly the 3-chromatic intersecting clutters [2, 4, 5, 10] .
In this paper we give four independent results about SBCs:
(1) If the problem of weak colourings of SBCs is easy and was solved 30 years ago (they are 3-chromatic), those of good and strong colourings are very tough and we do not have any deep result about them. A k-colouring is good if any edge E contains the maximum of colours: min(k, IEI). A strong k-colouring is a good k-colouring with k ~> rank. Thanks to a classical tool (identification of vertices), we show that an SBC cannot admit a good k-colouring with k ~< rank.
(2) We show that the z-critical SBCs are the K~r_ I. (3) We introduce a new operator, simpler than the median, which yields an embedding algorithm for intersecting clutters. The properties of h and h are developed in [7] . The only one we will use hereafter is (partial) commutativity:
The second tool we will use is classical (see [8] ), common with graph theory and powerful, when we want to solve colouring problems. Definition 1.5. Let ~¢ be an SBC, x, y E U ~¢ and A E ~¢; then the min of the hypergraph obtained by identifying y to x is an SBC. We will denote this identification by Id [ 
Colourings
Let ~ be a hypergraph with vertex set X, and k/> 2. A good k-colouring is strong as soon as k>~rJg. It is well known (see [2] ) about the weak colourings that if ~¢ is an SBC, VA E~¢, VAI UAz=A, cg=(AC,Ai,A2) is a 3-colouring of ~'. From this we deduce
We want to stress the following difficulty: if k ~ U, there is no correlation between the existence of good k-and U-colourings. For example, let ~ = {abcd, abef, acdef}; c~ = {ad, bf, ce} is a good 3-colouring and ~ does not admit any good 4-colouring. So no recurrence is possible. We can repeat these identifications until we get A E ~4 : bl(~4) with I U NI--IAL+ 1,
i.e. ,~¢ is a Fan. This is impossible, because a strong colouring of a Fan needs one colour for each vertex. []
Characterization of z-critical SBCs
In terms of colourings, the SBCs are critical in two ways: they are the only 3-chromatic intersecting clutters, and they do not admit any good k-colouring with k less than the rank. Now we will deal with another critical property:
We will show that (1) A z-critical SBC is uniform (i.e. rank -= co-rank).
(2) A z-critical SBC is a K~r_ l, i.e. the family of all edges of cardinality r contained in a set of cardinality 2r-1.
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Then ~¢ is not r-critical. 
Proof. Let

Proof. VE E cg, z(~\E)
= r -1 = co-rank(bl(Cg\E)); let A E bl(Cg\E)/lA[ = r -1; Ve E E,
Iterating this process, it is clear that we get an ~ with a unique A C Sk such that
ISk\AI = 1. Then Sk Eh(AC,.~). Now let us pick out iE[l,k -1] and let us show that
VACSk, S~ E h_(AC,,~¢).
Let us suppose Si ~ h(A ~, ~¢) and remember that this is possible if and only if A c C Si or A c N Si=¢).
The second case is impossible because it would imply Si c_ A C Sk, a contradiction to the fact that 5 ~ is a clutter. So A ~ C Si 
The connected graph structure FL(n) on SBCs
If ~¢=b1(~¢) and xEU~', let us note 5'~= {EE~Z/xf[E}; then ~¢ =h(Sa, x) [7] . Therefore we can construct all SBCs with h, starting from one-vertex SBCs. Thus we could consider the following directed graph: (~,~¢~)E G ¢:> 3S/~'=h(S,~¢). While connected, this graph is too big with respect to the number of arcs. In order to shrink this graph, we will choose the set S in a small family defined by d and ~¢t.
We will need the following preliminary lemma, which states that by use of h we can get or lose vertices, but not both together. [] Actually, FL(n) is still too big if we are interested only in types. Two SBCs ~¢ and have the same type if there exists a one to one correspondence f between U ~' and O ~ such that f(~¢)=~) (in other words they are isomorphic). Let us note TFL(n) the quotient graph of FL(n) by the relation 'to be isomorphic to'. TFL (7) is known, its order is 703; but TFL (8) Is UFL(r) connected for all r?
